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1 Introduction
We are interesting in Visualization of Life-Log data. In this research
area, mining and compression is becoming more important. This is
caused by the vast amounts of data recorded. Altogether, it is sig-
nificant mining important data from vast amounts of everyday-life
data recorded. To solve this problem, we focus attention on subjec-
tive time estimation using in experimental psychology .

Time estimation is human ability to estimate the passage of
time, while they do not have any particular organs in thier body.
Due to this ability, humans subjectively recognize one hour (mea-
sured by clock) as 5 min or as more than one hour. For example,
people may have a different sense of time when you make a pre-
sentation from when they attend at uniterested lectures. The usual
Life-Log systems treat one time estimate the same as the other. We
aim to record the this difference of time estimate. Japanese neurol-
ogists, Y. Nishimura et al. pointed the negative correlation between
time estimate and the number of heartbeats per minute[Nishimura
et al.,2001]. In addition, D. Eagleman , the associate professor Bay-
lor College of Medicine, behavioral scientist, neurologist, and psy-
chologist, suggested subjective time estimate relate record density
by brain[Eagleman et al., 2007]. In other words, he suggests the
more record density increase, the longer human estimate time than
by clock.

Thus, we propose a notable system to record time estimate
using these suggestions. This system keep taking pictures by Web-
Cam and record the number of heart-beat per minute. The system
change the number of recorded picture to play. This change results
from the recorded number of heart-beat per minutes (BPM).

2 System
We proposed Life-Log system using above described suggestions.
This system has two functions. One is recording, and another is
viewing recorded data. The part of recording system keeps taking
10 pictures per second by using WebCam and mobile PC. At the
same time, the system records user’s the number of Heartbeat rate
by using a Heartbeat sensor.

The part of viewer system makes flip books from the recorded
data. In here, it is important not to use all recorded pictures. When
BPM is near average value, the scene seems to be not notable for
user.Therefore, the time-length of the scene should be shorter than
the one by clock. .

To attain this, the system decrease the number of pictures to
compose the flip book. It means the system display one picture
every five recorded pictures. In contrast, when BPM increase, the
scene seems to be notable.Therefore, the time-length of the scene
should be longer than the one by clock. The system move closer the
number of pictures to the number of all recorded pictures. The sys-
tem changes a displayed picture at same intervals. Consequently,
the time-length of the scene changes due to the number of pictures
to display.

3 Experiment and Result
We tested this system by experiment. A female subject (graduated
student) wore this system (Figure.1). We take the data of everyday-
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Figure 1: Wearable Recording System

Figure 2: Display of Viewer System

life during three hour per day through one week. Figure 2 shows the
difference in display of the part of viewer system between when the
user spent time programing in her laboratory (RIGHT) and when
the user spent time enjoying party with her friends (LEFT). The
system present the recorded picture at the center of upper half of
the display like flip books. The system present the recorded data
of BPM at the lower half of the display. This viewer show the dif-
ference between BPM at above two scenes and fast-foward movie
recorded by this system.

4 Conclusion
From this experiment, we believe it is possible the system visualize
the users subjective time estimate. we found it remains as a few
issue to distinguish between the BPM increasing bacasuse of user’s
feeling and that because of physical action such as meal and walk-
ing. In the future, we are going to combine this Life-Log system
and other Life-Log system such as that using GPS, brain waves and
so on so that we solve these issues.
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